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. PEER RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDHOOD

The preschool
a
playground. Several -children are playinot_ in the sand-

.box.. There are some giggles of fun. There are seine cries. From the

'sidelines, the adults watch. Children's relationships With prs--whe:ter
_ .

acquaintances, friends, classmates, or adver.saHes--aAre impOrtant
, -

influences .in children's dealopment. The influence of parents and educa-.
tors in children's peer relationships is more limited than in any other

developmental context; the adult can only obs6rve, inquire, and wait to be
. 1 . .

consulted. The pee?. relationship is thus the most independent sphere in

the child's development. Perhaps this is one- of the rea sons -why it is so

fascinating to consider; so critical to underg-and its.sigr trance on chil-
r

siren's development.

Researchers of child development have often acknowledged that peer
g.interaction is an important parr of childhood but only 'recently have these

researchers made strides in 'outlining the major processes by which chil-
4

dren bet me acquainted, share common exl5eriences,ftoordinate activity,
or .. , .

.and get a ng with eackr bther amid a variety of Circumstances and over

time. Accordingly, the main perspective taken in this paper is that peer,

relationships 'in ch)ldhood provide more than incidental social t'experiences

and constitute social contexts beyond those in the fapily. In the Context

of peer relationships, children's development continues to .progr`ess`es

children expand their experiences and increase their knowledge. Three.
N

major directions in this research are examined in this discussion. 'Tile

" first section ,of- this Chapter provides a review of the major theoretical
.

. ,

perspectives and empirical research on children's peer relationships in
c. .

child develoralent. 'In the second section, the findings of this research

I
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are related to questions that educators and parents may ask as they ob.-
!

serve peer interaction in the classroom, home, or';' neighborhood. Through-
'
out .these two sections the irriptications for children's s ial experience in

the school and at home' are discussed and futdre research directions are .

propOsedk 'In.' the last''sectio,n,.. the role of adults in the development of
A

children's peer relationships filkeviewed according( to available' evidence

and methods for supporting and instructing children i peer r lationship

devlopment age discussed. Various types of curr Own activit are then,

examined' for their 'potential influence on r relationships, esp,cially

those relationships between. children of d erent ages, races, sexes, and

abilities(

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES/ON, CHILDREN'S. -PEER ELAT.IONSHiS

There is no single th retical model that provides a' description of the

critical elements and pr esses:in children's' peer relationship_ development.

Although all--Itie mo els to b discused, here are based on major. child

development theor' (socil learning, cognitive develowental, and

contextual) the differ in their fundamental assumption about the origin,

nature, andAoUrse of human development. Each model, however, offers a
,,, /

.
a . . .

viewpoint/on children's peer relationships that r5 y constitute either a

9 ' ,

cballer or confirmatiori, of our ideas as educators, ..parents, pr research-.

ers./This section of the paper examines a selection of these models in-
f ,
s of the following question: What are the social conditions (the activi-

...

les' and experiences encountered by. the child in the (amiy,.1neighborhood,
\

.
.

cognitive, and ,languageand schools) which+ appear to influence "social,

deit'ilopment in children's peer relationships? Noi
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Social Learning

'The major/lheoretical position of The social /learning perspectiye.is

that ,children learn to seek, engage in, and benefit from peer relations in

the family, 'neighborhood, and sichodl through reinforcement and imitation.

In addition,' same .theoriests (e.g., Bandura, 1977; Parke, .1970) have

pointed to the importance p' concpptual modeling through direct r)r indirect

instructions, According to social leat-ning theorists, children are thought

to initiate peer interaction because they ar,e reinforced for doing so by,

adults, have viewed other children interacting, have {-eceived proimpls or

instructions, or all of these. 46,parent or preschool teacher, may often say

to a young child, ".Go on, say 'Hi' to Billy" or "Go over and show yoOr
. ,

,friend .Alice your new toy" or "Good! You're' such a .friendly boy (or

girl)," or when a social attempt is ignored or rebuked .by achild's.peer,

"Maybe he'll play with yOu later" or "You should let Alice play with the

toy, too."\-TO parents and teachers such,commentary, feedbacks direction,

encouragement and empathy is most -oft,en a spontaneous part of onversa-

tions with children.

Children' are thus socialized to enter into and maintain peer interac-

tions and to form friendShip's, and adults have some influence on that

proces., As children's peer contacts first begin, parents and other,care-

givers are in close proximity--most often on the periphery, such as the
0.

same room, -the kitchen, or the porch--and are available for giying.atten-
,

tiok reinforcement, suggestions, discussion, and if needed, direction and
411

inter-vntion (Ainswokh, 1973). Infants with More secure attachments to

p'arents, compared to those with less secure attachments, have been found

at age 18 months (Easterbrooks & Lamb, 1979) and at 31 years (Waters,

Sroufe, 1979) to be more responsive to peers.

era
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In preschool, 'kindergarten, and primary school, children interact in
1

_ .

larger peer contexts with increasingly less, adult presence. As yet, little
r

research is available .
on how peers in these contexts socialize each other

compared to how adults socialize children. For example, Shatz and Gelman
.. -

(1973) found that in mixed age. peer interaction,',, the 4-year-old chjldren

modified the structure, of their speech in order to communicate more effecL
rttively with yoUnger children (2-year-olds). Mangione (1981) found a,

similar pattern among dyads of 5- and 7-year7old children. Over the
gra

- course of the elementary school years, children also increasingly base their

self-evaluations on comparisons with characteristiEs of their peers. (Ruble,

Baggiano, Feldman, & Loebl, 1980). Evidence from several research pro

grams ipdicates that peers also socialize each other, in sex role behavior

(e.g., Dweck & Bush, 1976; Lamb & Roopnarine, .1979).

Further research is needed on the content of children's interactions
I

in order to clarify to what extent children's interactions provide" unique

contributions ! to ,their' developmehtal ohanges, or simply reinfsorce their

already 'acquired, behavior. To what extent, for exempt?, does a child's

'nevi' social learning extend beyond the family--the primary instrument of

socialization?, Peer. 'appear to' prpvide each other with addional. sources

of 'information and example partly because they are not, strictly. speaking,

at that same. level in every respect. For example, .two childrin may differ
4

in age, isex, ability or interest and- thus reprernt resources not likely. to

be available in a given child's own family. The peer gioup is thus
-

.tflought Hartup (19'78)" anci.others to exppnd the child's socalization.
I

-Sinte peers interact overtime and with increasing indePendence from

adults, and share' commbn territories (the sidewalk,schoolyard, class-

room), they are/ also likely to develop- their own unique sltandards and
.. --.
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expectations for social behavior. Ladd and Oden (1979) interviewed third- .

and fifth-graders on how they would help a classmate who was being made

fun of by peers, being yelled at by a peer, or having a schoolwork prob-

lem. The children were also asked how they would help the classmate

when he or she .was alone and still unhappy after such events. Many of

the helpful strategieg most often suggested by children appeared, to 'differ

from the kinds of strategies 'adults -might recommend. For example, for

situations in, which other peers were present, adults might recommend

moralizing strategies,. "I'd tell those. kids that it's not nice-to do 'that," oe

negotiate-mediate strategies, "I'd talk to that other kid to get, him to

stop." 'However, children in this study infrequently mentioned such
tor

strategies.. Rather, order-command strategies were frequently suggested,

C."I'd say to those kids, 'Stop it!' "° Instruct strategies were highly. fret

quent for both-the peer group and "alone with the classmate", situations. .

These strategies included direct instruction on how to tell teasing peers to

"cut it out" or the yelling peer to "bug-off"; an explanation of .whlt to do

next time;, and a demonstration of how to solve a schoolwork problem.. In
ti

this study, children who lacked knowledge of which strategies were appro-

priate, according to peer standards, tended to be less liked by their peers ..

as indicated by sociometric assessment..\ Isolation or rejection' by Peers

nay, in part, result from a lack of socialization fr6m the peer group or a

child's reluctance to participate or cooperate with specific peer norms.

Overall, social interactions.- and relationship skills, from the social

learning view, are developmental -hi that they become more extensive and
4;

complex over time as experience 'and learnittg diversifies and increases.
416.

As children have' increasing opportunities to interact with particular, peers, -,

(... they prefer the company of particular peers. Two children. may thus seek
411

,,.

.--
. ,

r
.
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.
ways to increase the frequency or extend 'the length of .time with each

other, or in the course pt interacting, they may simply experience

stronger positive feelings and/or more ease in revealing thoughts and

feelings. In 'this way' each shares his or 'her indiv.iduality and a friend'

ship relationship is thought to develop. According to the social learning

perspective, these friendships should .provide the opportunity for recipro-

cal' positive reinforcement, modeling and instruction. Hartup 097'80 has

pointed o4 that these relationships appear to be characterized by their

reciprocal nature, that, is, each child provides a similar- degree and/or

type of positive reinforcement such as affection, encouragement, sympathy,

and help. These peer dyad contexts should provide more intense socialize-

ton oppOrtunities and at the same time, due to the element of mutual
, .

affection, should allow more room for the expression of individuality, thus

constituting an unique opportunity' for peers to learn from one another. If
a child lid only one friend, while of great, value, in the absence af'other

positive 'peer interaction, this could be too limited an 'experience in peer

relationship development. On the other hand, it might be that such a

relationship serve,, to launch each child into additional peer relationships.
4

Social Cognition

Inspir ed largely by tOe cognitive theory of Piaget (1932), some re-
4

stricture the social world 4n\cl 1-\owsearchers have focused on ho,w children

they understand or construe what they observe, learn about, and experi-
ok

*,
ence. In this view, it is the' growth in social thought that marks social

developmental achievements. This progression is viewed as Xpresenting

qualitative4different stages or levels in one or more social cognitive

domains such as the; growth. of the ability to know 'other persons (e.g.,

Peeve iSecord, 1973), the ability to distinguish one's own perspective

1

;

5
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from that of another' (e.g., Se Imat, 1981), the; ability to distinguish moral

frOm conventional problems (Turiel, -1978), and knowledge of the interper-

sorial world (Youniss, 1978).

Accbrding to an interpretation of Pi4et!s writing (1932) by Youniss

(1978), "Intempersonal relations are the topic of sbcial tt-fought"'(p.. 214).

According to this view, social knowledge is interactive and consists of

different kinds of relations that become known through interpei-sonal

exchanges. Thus a child learns of authority relations in interactkm with

parents, 'teachers, and at adults and later, through interaction with

peers, of 'equal status 'relations rn-which rules are established by coopera-

tive yeement among equals., Youniss more specifically proposed that

social interactions are functional relations ancr. may be understood by

studying how interactions operate: "Interactions serve to: (a) establish e

relation; (b) keep a relition going; (c) correct a relation when it goes"

awry; (d) intensify a relation; (e) terminate a relation; and (f) change a

relatiorc from one mode to another" (p. nil). Particular behavio.ral actions

may vary across these types of relations or within a given type, yet it is
4

the growth in understanding of social processes that is the important focus

here.
,, ,

Children increas ly appear to gain knowledge of h o construct

social ,interactions with peers; they. learn how social interaction progresses ..

and how to coordinate activity with others.. Youniss and Volpe (1978)

gathered data by inter-Viewing child/en 6- to 14-years-61d on the subject of

h9Atiriendship relations are formed, maintained, ti7eatened, repaired and

termjnated. These data indicate that With time, experience, and develop-

ment, children's understanding of a friend relationship changes from one

.
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based on the sharing of physical activities, through the sharing of 're-

sources, kind or nice to each other/ espealially when in need, to one

based on a uniflue match .of two different. personalities. It may be helpTul

fork. teachers, and \parents to consider that the child's definition of . friend-
s

ship may differ from the adult, -view and yet to realize .that 'the child's
/ %

understanding is constantly undergoing exploration and revision. . .

I 9
Fo r example, children's conceptions and acts of distributive justiceI

among peers, commonly referred to as the process of dividing- materials,

.40

space, and tine were investigated by Damon. (1979). ,Findings indicated an

t increasing ability among children to establish a fair method for the distri-

bution of goods (for example, candy) even when a simple, equal division
o

was not possible. Children of elementary chool ages are less likely than

preschoolers to keep 'Material goods just for themselves, while older chil-

dren .are more likely to divide resources.by some reasonably fair criterion,

for exa mple, which child tries harder. This developmental, trend was

found 'in experimental situations as well as in interviews. Stpdies also

indicate that children' who have persistent 'difficulty J fair distribution ,are

lilsely to experience more Peer conflict.

Children -appear quite early to _distinguish social and conventional

be havior and moral issues. Turiel (in press) argues that social develop-

mental progress does not necessarily follow in a uniform pace or direction;

some domains may develop rather early and remain little changed in, any

fundamental sense whereas other domains ,nay undergo continual change.

In support of this, Bigelow (1977) contends that some aspects of the

friendship-making process, such as ego reinforcement and sharing with

others; may continue to be important expectations of friends as children

develop; other behaviors may not. Similarly, data from several studies '

!)
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indicate that as children develop they become increasingly aware of .psycho-.
t

logical dispositions and personality characteristics (e.g., Lives ley & Bronite5/,

1973) and the difference between intentions and actions (Baldwin & Baldwin,

1970).;. even at quite young ages, they appear to have 'these capabilities ,to
, .

somd degree. T'uriel (in press) argues that there is,notone central social
. .

coghitive system, but different rule systemsfor different cognitive domains

which are not directly dependent or structurally interrelated. Thus, while

.progress in a child's tnderstarrding of moral issues affect, his social

conventional .understanding, the one would not determine flie other.

Conventional issues include manners, styles of dress, and so/forth whereas

moral issues pertain to respect for another person's rights and physical

*welfare. .,
As children'sSocial developTent progresses., they become less egocen-

tric; that is, they become increasingly able to -see or comprehend a per-

spectiNther than thejr own. The growing capacity for social persioective-

taking, originally discussed by'Piaget, may undergo stage-like changes as

Selman' (1981,) argues of may be a social. interaction method as Ttioriel

suggests. In either cole-tking is arimportant ability evidenced
6 ' '

early in children's d opment that has been found to undergo consider-

able , chahge with time and experiehce (Selman , 1981). To ..lunderstand,

predict or anticipate another. person's likely feelings, attitudes, and ac-''

tons is dependent on the ability to see both shared characteristics or

similarity between oneself and another and to know ttiere are differences.

The social perspective- taking process..,seems to require, the ability to find

ways to learn about the differences between oneself and ,another; communi-

cate about these- differences and deal with them.

,

4
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Sortie researchers have -recently viewed social-cognitive processes as

social inference or reasoning processes, centering mainly on the- ability to
L,

comprehend psychological motives behind actions, to, accurately. attribute

\\causes aticr: toa predict likely consepuen-ces of 'social actions and likely
,

actions of another perso in a giNien circumstance- (see Shantz, 1975 for a.

review). 'Armng the more compelling pr9posals and her colleagues-

(e.g Stein° & Goldman ,.'1981),_ propcise that much Of- the Way social events

are understood and organized. at a cognitive level may be in a narrative
4

411

In this 'model,' chitdrem learn, to solVe 'social croble-ms in muchstructure.

the Same way vthey comprehend' arid process the elements of a story, ,whichI
include consideration cif' the setting, , the initiatirtrevent of the story, the

internal responses and reactions of the Main character, attempt by. the
,

main character to overtly deal with a problem or to seek a *goal, nd the
. 4 .

consequences ,of these actions for the main ;character.- 4 ...I.
. .

,
..4.

In 'turn, the social cognition 'perspective emphasizes the role of groWth

in the social-cognitive processes involved in the child'$ social development.
F

1.. , .

In this view, the nature and course of a child's peer relationships are

411

V

determined not 'simply by the child's previous learning, but also. by his or.

her cognitive approach to the social world that influentes peer interactions

*0 and relationships. At' the same Urge, however, experience with peers

-presents co'r.'innt.t challees to the child' assumptions about the work- /

ings of the *al world.

Social Contextual

The major *us of tOe social ,comtextual perspective theorists (even

more so than social learning and cognitive pers'pettive theorists) is on the

social" context. Social contextual perspective theorists comprise an interdis-

ciplinary grOup which. includes anthropologists, ethnologists, ps ychologists,
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- 1 ,
socitilogiSts, aod linguists ,wIthin psychology- and so,c-ioldgy. Although

I 6 . %

.e . ,
r

4 ..

' thase -researchers differ in./11eir interpretation_ of the particular kind .of

, . hole the social cOntext has in children's relationship" developmeAt-, the...
.:

i".. ,p, 4E .
,

.

, importanie.of study g the various 'systems in the c .frs peer contexts iL,
Q ,

sti`essed:
1k2 7

ttipughr- td

'.%
11

-
r ,

o the social contextual view, . a

differ in fts. , structure; and specifi6 mechanisms from otker
.

"

givtn, social context 'is

contexts and may thus .define, limit) or structure
I

natiire and purpose
.

*of. particular peer retationskiips. Demzin (1977) argues that to fully achieve.
,

a, theory of the r ionship between self and society, a theory must

the -childhood' sociali2ation process. To Argyle '(1969), the Study of small

group 'process is particularly important to the understan ing of social
a

interaction. Children and adults _experience several different groups -;the

Act
family, school (or ork) groups., and friendship grapg, each of which'

,. differs in its purpose,' memberShip, structure of aulhority, procedure, and

it.

4r
status hierarchy. Children ,thus learn, to _opet=ate in a number of different

schocil, 'neighborhood, and friend groups.

The social experience and conduct of children also reflects a given

culture. i,c g to Much and Sweder (1978),. the cul'tural process

"invOlves "situations of accountability" in which cultural control and,negotia-,

t

_ -,--., ,

tion take ,place.--,.....When some "bnbach of social expectation" occurs, an -
'16

. ,

. -
, aricusation may be made, an/-explanation or account requested, and an

,

4I .. eve iprovided which includes a cultural rule or message. Much and
e b .: : '

,

Sweder propose that there are at least five rule' types: 71). regulations .,,'
, '

I. (or laws); (4) convention (or customs); . (3) morals (or ethic45; (4)t ,

a. .. , .
truths (itor beliefs); and '(5) instructions (technique's, recipes, or 'know-

,'
how')" (p. 19). For- -exampg, a child is- likely to learn tor be reminded
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17that their is a rule against stepping aheild of a peec...r in line. when he or-

- she actually - .breaks that rule, or that hurting somedrie physically -is,wrong

When that moral .rule is Violated. "Similarly, regbrding social conventions,

a child may learn that to his peers' he talks WO loudly, wears funny

clothes, or, eats --stpily. Much and Sweder pciint out, however, that
. 1

there =is cOntintial negotiation within groups as to which kind of behaviors

are different, but accepiablet th- not acceptable,. tolerable or intolerable,

morally fight or wrong, allowable or not allowable, correct or incorrect.

A particular .feature of peer interaction is_participation in, negotiation

processes. orsaro (1981) proposes that rChildren have far more °poor-
,

ttinity to negotiate in the' peer context than in the family contest. The

children may select which peers they prefer- to interact with and negotiate

with by weighing 'their personal needs with the s al con -xt. Cosaro
Au.

conducted an observational study of peer interac ion in a nurser s col

over a'"c/ear's time. He found that -children's pe-r activities in the nursery

school context were continually susceptible to disruption either from other.

. peers wanting to join an activit lor use the materials or from a change in

the oirrj II activity of the

korsaro compared to -an '.a .Ott cocktail party, friendship making seemed

tfm schedule. In this context, which
. ,

morerva function of )the' mutual ease with which two children could initiate

or join an actillty and per4aps negotiate How to resume it at a liter time

or protect 'the activity, their "interactive space,"-.-from continual invasions.

Per'sonal charact risticc of playmates may have little' importance to friends

in this type\ of ontext unless the friendship is additionally pursued after

41.

r 4

,

school.

Negotiation is also integral to games and activities. Fine- (1981)

studied. preadolescent boys who participated in little league baseball in

1

I

1
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several communities. His observations confirmed the impol-tance of "chums"

as Sullivan (1953) originally referred to preadoletcent male friends. At

this paint in development and in these contexts boys learn to negotiate

their roles in games aid other,activities. They master such techniques for

"getting, along" as threatening, trading favors, using reason, "backing

off" or "leaving. the field." Through such activities: preadolescents de-

velop considerable self-presentation skflt1s in which they come to discover

what Cooley (1902)-originally called trre social self-concept (knowledge of
f

how one is perceived by others), and at the same tine learn how to com-

municatemunicate er:sOnal views of themserVes to peers.
. .

Activities which enhance participation of children in peer interaction

are thus important tto children's peer relationship development. The re-

,search of Hallinan (1981) and Hallinan and T-uma (1978), for example,

indicate that small group activities foster the, development of friendships.

. What, then, are the elements of contexts such as activities, gages, and

discussions which contribute to relationship development? Sociolinguistic

and pragmatic perspectives on the commurvication process have recently

presentled additional approaches toward gaining a greater understanding of

the social meaning of these interactions. For example, Garvey and Hogan

(1973) propose that children's early orientation to activities may promote

the acquisiton and use of verbal forms of interpersonal contact and that as

children develop language and learn methods to cii erse and sustain

verbal interaction, activities be"come leSs important., I r

A critical skill in discussion context is torn- tak4ng. The research of

Ervin-Tripp (1979) and others on how children learn to take turns in,

conversation illustrates some of Ole specific pragmatics of language actu-

ally' used children's social interaction. (Bates [1976] refers to pragma-

tics as having tc do with the rules that direct the use of language . in



/
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.
context.) These researithers demAstnate that learning to take turns init .7 .. ..

, conversations involves 'learning the rules for hbw to begn, sustain; and

'14

f

11
terminate 1Conversationg skills, hoN vsever, also include the

--1-,
o

application of shared meacling; for example, by clarifying or repairing
, ; ,

miscommunications and by asking questions in both direct and indirect

forms.

The child also learns that conversational techniques such as interrupt-,

ing the_ speaker; changing the subject, dr proposing a topic- may indicate

which person has the greeter authority in a .conversation as in parent-

child or teacher-child discussions. Other conversations are characterized

by a "balance between peers pr by peer competition Mishler (1979), .'ho

analyzed the conversations of 8-,year-old children as they were bargaining

to 'trade popcorn and cookies, proposed &rat it was important. to consider.
.
the social context of the converttiun, that of bargaining for a trade, in

4 p

- order to 'understand and predigt the structure of the conversation and the
/ /

meaning of the interaction.. He concluded, that the eerren's conversations

in ,the context of trading are structured around not giving the upper hand; .

to other. children which is sigpalled by being the first one to offer the

trade.% Researchers in futurte studies could similarly assess conversational

structures in friendship-makiw contexts. For exampI, it would be inter-
,

C
#

esting to determine ihow much eers like each other, 'or in a conflict of

interest situation to assess= whet er the friendship rel i,i.l tias an
1

`effect. Conversational structure may also provide insight into the status

of the, relatioriship, that is, to what extent the children are- friends, ee

strangers; and so forth.. Studies of mixed-age interaction (e.g. Garvey &
r

Hogan, 1973;., .M;"ngione 1981; Shatz Gelmaj1973) -.have found that

q
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langu,age' patterns of mixed- anjd S'ame-age peers 'differ in that older chil-

dren will modify` the complekity -Of their speech to approximate that of

youhger children.

The social contextual view of children's peer relationship development.

thus focuses on peer relationships, as contexts in which the child learns to

operated The three perspectives reviewed, however , have' common threads

--,.the reciprocal nature of human relations, the increasing role of peers' in
1

children's behavioral and cognitive development, the role of the larger

41. *social environment, in children's6 peer .experiences and most important, the

further contributions of peer relationships to the child's development

beyond the family as additional sources, of modeling information, feedback, ;

-giraFlengeandsupport.

THE ,VARFETY OF CHILDREN'S PEER RELATIONSHIPS

The discussion of recent research on children's peer relationships wilt_

now proceed with a emphasis- on the research findings rather than the

theoretical conceptions,. The findings are organized according to the

information ,and implications they provide for educators and parents On the

variety of children's petr relationship's.

Strangers and Newcomers

How *do children get to know each other? Studies , with very , young

children have recorded that even at. 1 year of age childrzen show a definite'

interest in other children (Lee', 1975; ,I;ywis, Young, Brctibks, & Michalson,
.1

1975). Lewis "et al (1975) conducted one of the few studies on peer inter-
,

action among infants In the basic study, 16 groups of four infanti were

observed with .their mothers in .a room. One half of the group of children

were 12 month and the other half were 18 months of age. Although the
1

1
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r .infants stayed near their mothers, -both age groups looked more at the

peers than at the mothers. In a second study, children -of approxiMately

12 months 'of age were paired with either a"friend" or a stranger peer for

two sess*ns. The "friends" were infants who had had a minimum contact

of twro occasions during the prevtdus, two weeks. The infants were more

likely to touch, seek proximity, look at, and imitate the familiar peel than

the unfamiliar peer. In a study by Mueller and Lucas (1975), .young

chirdren's reciprocal interaction was found to be facilitated by mutual

interest in toys and other physical objeCts./.---Muellerand Brenner (1.977)

found a sim ila/r pattern in a -7-mohth longitudinal study of children from 1Z

to approximately 18 months of 'age. Inthis study, they -also found that

'the familiar peers engage in more sustained peer interactions, which in

turn facilitated the development of their social skills, thereby enabling
I

them tofurther*.sustain theft interac ions.

At first, (.3 child who is .a newco er to a group of other(children may

be: physically and verbally quite reticent (McGrew, 1972). Considerable

time may be spent wittrhe newcomer and his or her peers looking' at each

other. In McGrew's study ..4f- nursery school' 'children, the newcomer

children tended to make consistent nt strides across the first five days to-

ward
\

participatiOn in the classrooM activity,' and although their general
.40

physical mobility increased, their verbal interaction was not markedly

different. A ,follow-up observation, several months later, indicated that

the ettlEiren who had been newcomers were behaving and participating in

the.,--same ways and with the same -frequencies as the other children.

Foote, Chapman,
( and Smith (1977) studied 7- and 8-year old Children who

were either friend or stranger pairs as they watched a comedy film. The

children who were strangers were much more constrained in their behavior

-4-
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general a d toward each other than were t1-1 friend pairs. . Newcomb/.

Brady, and Hartup (1979). found. that in both competitive and cooperative_

task situations, first-anti third-grade children paired with either a friend

or nonfriend classmate were far more animated in the friend pairs. Gotta an

and Parkhurst (1979) found similar trends among 13 young ehll (from

2. to 6 years) who were paired with either their best friend or with a

stranger. In. this stLidy, Otends were more likely 'to participate in conver-,

sation rather than a collective monologue and to engage in fantasy play.

In a recent study, designed to determine' the social processes occur-
,

ring during children's initial acquaintanceship, °den,. Herzberger,

Mangione, and Wheeler (1981) observed 5-, anch,7-year did, same-age,

same-sex dyads who were strangtrs, to each other prior to% the beginning

of the study.. The children were paired to play. with art materials on five

successive days for brief periods of time and their interactions were video-

taped from behind a two-way mirror. The children's interactions, espe-

cially in tit# initial sessions, reflected a wariness 'between the peers (*a'

4

'fin ding consistent with previous such investigations with younger childreA).
, . .

The transcripttns of their conver &lions showed that ,the children tenc171-
, . . . V'

. to become more comfortable and less constrained, more interested in each

other's activity and riiore interested in getting tq know one another as,,the
)

sessions progressed.

Overall, the findings from several studies show that infants, pre- 4

school and 'pllimary ,school age' children tend to "hang batik" at first when

confronted with an unfamiliar peer. It may be that the children test out

t4 spbtetntial for a trienthy versus an' unfriendly response op are simply
I

uncertain of how *to proceed. Parents and teachers are often obser.ved

.encouraging children .to get to know each other by telling them to say.
. .

.1

1:3

7.
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hello, say theirr'hames, ofirivite each other to participate in an activity.

,Such en.couragemeot.appearS*. to be a source of children's le`arnig how to
f

initiate. interaction in the early phases of peer acquaintance, but it seems, ,

important not 4 critiliz,e children for , their wariness or hesitation vhen
4

A

faced Atith am, unknown peer in the interests of encouraging children tit

becOme friends.

t

Friends and Best Friends
1.

How, do children become friends? As dispussed earlier, several re-
.

searchers te:g . Damon, 1979; Selman, 1981'; Youniss, 19 ) have investi-.

gated Children's 'conceptions of friendship. . These researchers founck that

younger children (before the age of 9) say theit friends air' thosewith

whom they play and share thingS Wheras . in middle childhood (9 to 10

years) friends are those who like each other' and help each Other: Among

preadolescents, friends are those who understand each other and share
. Ij

personal thoughts, feelings and secrets. Selman proposes that the social
A" ^

r ole-taking or perspective-taking process is the central mechanism 1;)y

which this progression in 1 friendship occurs. Youniss 'focuses more on
"s,

* ,children's iiiveasing ability to collaborate and reciprotatein short, to

°interact mutually. However, each investigator tresses children's ability to,
4/- %like," one another and to form affectional bOntis ask essential features of

4 >
,

-friendshiP development, a contention supported in the study by Oden et' al
4

(1981). These researchers found that when asked, elementary school age

children suggested that liking to play together and having fun were impor-

tart bees of friendships.

Although young children may have difficulty articulating and/Or

"*"'recalling to ,adults, what they think about in the friendship- making process,
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the 5-, 6- and -year-old Children in the Oden et al (1°981)` study ap-

peared
.

to _be quite aware Of the specific actions of each 4ttler throughout

the five pray sessions., ThiS study revealed that children begin to know

other by sharing information., including information gloolit self, family,

and friends, their ,1activiti,es, interests, values, and personal characteristics.
. ..

At the same -time, they develop ways- to allow for individual activity by
. 4,t` ., ..-:

sharing materials and space, and taking trrrs,_-, Children also explore thew
, . .

possibility of joint activity by attempting to plan what, where, when, and

how they might do something of mutual irtterest. During an activity.
.

children also share general knowledge and information and provide assisr
,* ,,

"tance or support. Throughout, children attempt to digcover or even test
r .

libtioout the personal and emotional characteristics or each other by teasing,
\direct inqu iry, or openly showing or st-bting feelings and attitudes.

..

Children are also likely to discover the limitations of a developing relation-

Ship and may need 'to, find ways to preyent or alleviate disagreements or

Iconflictg. The following cony sations from the transcripts of the Oden et

al. (1981 study il4ustrate the acquaintance process' observed._ The more

common questions children asked each other and which set tile..Pgetting

acquainted(' process- in motion were abOut age or grade. For example:

C Child A \. Child B
.

How old are you?
Six and a 'heti.i

.
1 So am I'll 'be seven.

My bi hday is..on..

Six more years and I'll be sixteen.

dr

0

Ooh. This is stickyclay.
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Yeah. Seven more years I'll be
.seventeen. Three more years I'll
be...thirteen. One more year,
I'll be seven.

Child A.

Second.

Me too.

* * *4-
7 .

B

* * * *

Child A "

did you -did you flunk
kindergarIen?

20

What.grade are you in?

.I'M in It first.

'Child B

How did, you knov, ?
-or

Your mother--my mother told--
your mother tole my mither and
my mother told me.
My friend, she's eight years
old and she's in second grade.
Shouldn't she be in third
grade?

Yes. She flunked.

'As the children, were becoming acquainted, considerable amounts of
. ,

4

their conversations revolved around planning, individual and joint activities

and ways to use, the materials. Some had few problems agreeingoj;i mat-
.

ters while othirs had to negotiate.

Child A

Oh, these are the pens that "go
with it."

I wanna do it, too!

Child B

I Wanna do it.

Hold it, we can s are these.



a

t

want_this--I wart -the other
one..

21 Z-

You can use anything you
wInt. Oh, look whX don't

- you use this?

That's chalk land I don't wanna
play with chalk.

We gotta share the mar rs.
The mark - -the markers o with
this (pointing to own aterials)
anyways.

Mb neither., (Sings). I'm
gonna draw something. Hold
it.

Why don't ybu ule these?
They're better than -these
(points to other markers).

,or

I .want to use those. (Points
to B's markers)

VII share those...

Yeah.

So?

I'm. usinir thesd.

We got two patks.

Hold it. Thes.e two packs
are more than one pack.

AS.

I know I want the--(starting
to -escalate voice)
We share.

* * * * *

Shh.
share.

* N.
s

. .

The children in this _study found .ways to interact constructively and
,

in most 'cases their mutual likrn'g increased. Several dyads also increas-
w---- .

ingly exchanged' informatiOn about each other, shared their activity, aqd

planned to maintain thif relationship after completion of the study.

. Y-

r
411,
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In, one of the' sessions, a more structured. art activity was provided

via a battery-operated toy which spun a small. sheet of paper around

as each child used magic 'marker peris to make circular designs: The toy

Was highly attractive to the children and use of it appeared to present

considerable' challenges :to Wall . the childrlen to distribute turns equitably.

41 An in-depth analysis was 'then conducted- in a second study)4xamine the
411'.. '

conflict resolution processes amc5ng children who are just getting to know

each other (see Oden et ale, .39,81). This situation appe-ared to provide a
le ,..

socialization exprience for,_some Children.

Child. A

Yo,u're not gonna do it!

Billy! It's mine!

Would you (mumbles)..AII
right! I quit! I'm. not
doin' nothin'.

You always.... I didn't even-
do /anything!

What?

Nothin' I didn't, iLdidn't
do nothin'.I

didatt, Bill all
right!

Child B

I m gonna do it.

Yeah, I am.

This is mine!

But you got it. Yo,u had a
turn.

Yeah, you did.

A design .

Yeah you did, keep it on!

Aithat, all that I was tryin'
/ to do....

S

.



Well, let me have a turn!

I did not! "(gcreams and
throws down a pillow)'

.No, I didn't, I...

23

All that
you got a turn...

Yeah, you tie. r

Stop arguing. Don't yell --
see that..tape recorder?
Just...you can do it now.
We have to share, ya know.

I
Yeah .(mumbles) but you gotta
give me a turn.

What'd ya call that thing?
'Nothin'. I don't like it.
If I don't like it let me
have another turn.

I know that, but...

air

Chop off the tops?

Kay..-:Where's red?

Gimme a purple.

I did give you a turn.,

Ya ,can't always have your...
your way.

(Child ): sets up paper
for--ehild A to use)

J

Aw, look what I did in the
middle!

The first time is neat. Don't
try to chop off- the tops.

Yeah. Like these parts.
Like this part right here.
Why don't you try short-stop?

Red! I think this is red.

Hey, these might Work.
These work. *
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a I -'- I'm ;trying grey.

4.

Oh great: Wanna
Herets a green.

o'.4av

Tiny green now. ,e

'i
,
Wait - I'm gonna see what it
looks like. But I'm nna
--turn it back on; okaV,.

Yeah, but then it's my tuhn.

All

':v\ * * *

Interestingly, by the end of the 10- minute session, children irr each dyad

had shared the toy to an equal extent of time, even though they switched

' the toy back and forth for varying lengths of time. Also, nearly every

dyad worked out a system allowing forwthe child awaiting his or her turn

to, participAte in some' way; for example, hanclinge pens or ,4electing`

colors. The potential for a lack df' equity was a critical issue here and

may be a critical issue in enhancing or detracting from friendship building
.

(see Wheeler, 1981). Among those qhildren who seemed to be forming

friendships in the current study, situations involving conflicts of interest

did seem to present a catalyst of sorts:.

Child A Child B

It's my turn. 4

I'm gonna show this to my Dad.
You want me to turn it on? f,

Cause ive're.best friends, right?

I,. 0

We're best friends, right?
So we could, turn it on.
It's fun-. It's fun.
Isn't it a lot of tun?
Ow, need 'more ppper,
No, too much -paper. Huh,

No, I'm not ready.
Okay., now...



Waal
Yours-is gonna be muc
better.

0

4

. Yeah.' 'Oooh. That's pretty,

.

Oh. I'm sorry for being in
the way:

Pleaseuse black. It's
pretty. See.

It'S real' pretty. Please it's
really pretty.

Sek? It's pretty.

9

Oh, that's° pretty.

. No, just... no_ it's not gonna
turn awful. See? See that. .

4

4

Right now? You could do
somethin' else. Whyoddrilt

*you do sotnethin' else. Cause
friend do...elotft Play really
all ,that together...like...

11:- you know.

4*

25

4

. 0
40.

I can:still fit.a-lot of colors
in.

I'm gonna pursame on the
outside.

4

Nice. Okay.

hope this turns out.

A' 1

don't want to use black.

Okay.
.

It makes the picture pretty.
know,

But it's gonna Aim out awful.
It is Awful.

ti

You have...three right?
4 I have two.

Can, I do'anoth -one?
-4.Right now. ,

r.
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Well -you're my...you kpow,
,best friend that I can play
with. Cause I don't have -any
other friends the neighftr-
Kood. Hey, wa t to get each
other's address. ,

I don't know my, Om, address,
but.. (gives phone number).

All ri h
Ct

I'll giye you my addess...

ive me your phone number
t en. I'll rip this piece of
of gaper in half. You write

tit do n and I'll write t -

down.

(Child'ren quickly write
down phone numbers.)

You better get goin' on ourour,
picture.

-

All riht, now, here's mine.

Gottman and Parkhurst (1979) stress the importance- of studying the
alb

interattions of actual frierids. , From their data on preschoolers, they have.

formulated a model, -which they suggest may predict whether young

dren will
s

becqgie friends. In this hierarchical model, Gottman' and
4+.

Parkhurst propose that the application of. specific social skills is important

if children _are to begin to develop a friendship. The -first skill in the
- . a

IL

i,
model 4s the "connectedness" of the dyads conver3ation and the clarity of

their communication. The second 'skill is conversation that leads to estab-
40,

lishing similarity in intereste, feeling% and so forth. Third, when a

"common ground" and agreements are solidly establish
ed,ja

"contrasts" or

;individual differences . between the children become interesting to them.

The ability to resolve conflicts and have squabbles "burn out" appears to

./
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be important throughout the friendship-ma4<ing process. The final le\iel is

the ability, of the children to interact in fantasy play, including role-

playing, playing monsters, television' characters, arfd so forth. In these
I

interactions, the children can express. feelings, explore differences,. test

each other's patience and limits, and resolve conflicts in less threatening

ways,

Gottman and Parkhurst also suggest that older children participate

more in ."activity talk" which may indicate that they are, less interested- ire

making new friends andtor in mastering the friendship making process.

This proposal remains to be explored, however. It may be thdt older

children are more activity -oriented as a function of the nature of the

school context. ActivitieS in school environments may receive increasing,

focu and the friendship-making process may Inr)s become more integrated

into the structure of the classroom, the schoolyard, and' planned games.

If Gottman and Parkhurst's model is valid, a large degree, of Similarity

between individuals seems important in childhood friendships as it is in

08
adult interpersonal attraction (Berscheid & Walster, ). Reviews by

Asher, Oden, and Gottman (1977) and Hartup (1978) re oreted .on a number

of correlational studies which found that chitren like or prefer to play

with or be friends, with children who ark similar to them in personal status

characteristics such as age, sex, race, arid cultural ,background. How-

ever, Hartup pointed to the fact that Children do have friends of different

have more of these friendships if environments such asages and

classrooms were differently structured. Singleton and Asher (1979) found

that cross race interactions became more positive with greater opportunity

'to interact, although friendships were not really increased. Serbin,

Tonick, and Stenginz (1977) found that when opposite Sex interactions

/

P'
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. were encouraged by teachers,' they increased. Perhaps it 'is only when

interaction: between children of a different age, sex, or race is actually

encouraged that children may discover similarity and attraction and develop

friendships itith each other. It seems unfortunate that characteristics

other than behavior on. personalitiihoui constrain children from getting

to know another whb may potentially become -a- friend.

In summary, the procets from a,cq aintance to friend may be a grad-

ual one and ticke particular issues that emerge as important may vary ac-
.

cording to the children's developmental level, prevjous experienC9, or

individual personalities, 'values, and interests. It appears that children

may become.4`riends and best friends when, they have sufficient opportuni-.

ties to get to know each other. Even where such opportunities exist,

children may need, to. be encouraged to look beyond obvious differences

and find .a common ground to which_ they can *relate. Providing children

with 13ctivities that are likely to be interesting to both or many children

may be' helpful. Encouraging children to learn more abciut each 'other may

r-- ,
also help children focus on more, substantive issues. Educators and par-

.

ents are -likely to find that children Will seek their help for clarification
- ..

and information about PION to unravel a misunderstanding or resolve a, / .

conflict. On such otcasions, adults tan help a child express his or her

ideas and feelings, ;discover ways
%

to iltarn he other child's perspective,
A

and examine solutibn that fake into account both ,children's perspectives.
.

.(Further discussion of the adult role in peer relationships is provided in
, r

the last section of this chapter. )

Acquaintances, Playmates, ,and, Classmates

Do children have-Many friends? Several investigators, using solciO-

metric questionnqires, shave inVestigated the number of children's friends,

4r,
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,especially in scbool (Asher 8r)-lymel, in press; Gronlund, 1959; Hallinan,,

1981; Singleton & Asher, 1979). According to research condu cted by

Asher and 1:11 colleagues approximately 5 to 10% of elementary school

children are not named by any of their classmates is a pest friend on

sociometric questionnaires., For example, 23 out of 205 !third- through

fifth-graders in one sample received no nominations as an "especially liked"

friend. Of the -23 children, 11 children received no negative nominations

froni same sex peers. A child could therefore be well liked or accepted by

peers, but have no close or best friends in A given classroom. Further, a

-child could have one or more best friends and be quite disliked by some

other classmates, and so forth. According to Peery .(.1979) children can be

popular:, amiable, isola4ed, or rejected.

Although- most' children in school do have one or more doge or best

friends either in their classroom, in another ,classroom, or elsewhere (in

the neighborhood, iri club), there has been insufficient attention to the

other types of peer relationships that a child experiences. A child's

constellation of per relationships may be differentiated according to famil-

iarity, -attraction, and liking and whether the attraction or liking is rycip-
C`7

rodal or unidirectional. First, peers with whom a child interacts include

peers that the child considers as playmaTes or companions, and peers he

considers as friendly, and unfriendly acquaintances. Secondly, peers with'

whom 1a child does not interact :include the peers she finds attractive,

peers she does not find attractive, and peers she has overlooked. Final-

ly, among playmates., a child may have one or, more best or close friends

and may even have an adversiry or two. Considering the complexity of

the possible types and levels of children's peer relationships, part of a

peer social development is likely to include . his investigating- and
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1

understanding ',the range of possibilities. More re7earch is needed on the

sbcial-cognitive, and behavioral processes inherent in the *range of chil-

dren's peer relationships.

Cooper, Ayers-Lopez, and Marquis (in press) have stressed, the

importance, of studying peers' in teaching and collaborating roles. In peer

socializatiorhildren, including those not considered as friends, appear

to be resources fortrach other for instruction, information, and evaljatibn.

The one-fourth' to one-half of peer interaction in which there is a more

modest degree of liking or .attraction' is also a part of children's peer

relations as indicated in studies employing sociometric analyses. Hallinan

and Tuma b978), for example., employed a .sociomeiric questionnaire in 18

upper 'elementary school classrooms in which children were asked to indi-

cate their best friends, friends,1 and -nonfriends. The data revealed that

. 49% ,of the children's chdiCes were in the friend category with the other

half split between the best friend and nonfriend categories. - Fine's study

(1981) of preadolescent boys in little league baseball, found that 18% of the

'11
possible relationships were rated as dose filends, 31% as friends, and 2%

disliked, leaving 47% who were neither friend* nor diSliked..

Peer relationships thus are varied in their degree of Liking and pur-

pose of the, interactions:, 'It may ibe that learning to interact cooperatively

in an activity with another Child whb is not a friend and may not be

especially likeable
-
or attractive -s an important early experience for con-

structiye participation . in work or recreational activities in ;adulthood.

Furthermore, when children are encouraged to learn to interact with many

children, more equal 'oppbrtunity for all children to particpate in the full

range of academic experiences in schotiI is enhanced, and some children

may also increase their pool 6f Potential pe'e'r relationships.
,

3 2

411
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Cliques and Cohesive Groups

What types of peer groups do-children form and: what is the influence

of membership in such groups? Repearch 'has indicated thjat cliques .(mu-

tual.,friend groups) do exist among qernentary - School 'children.; often as a

fUnction of mutual preference for friends of the same age, sex, and rate

as discussed in the previoug_ settiEris a1d iiirther by A:Sker et-al, (1977)

and Schofield (1981).: Hallinan (1979) studied classroom cliques (mutual
; .

friend groups) from over .60 fourth- through sixth-grades and found, that'

29% of the classrooms had ne'cliqOes at all. - More cliques were found in_ _

thesixth-grade; larger ,-sized classrooms tad more and larger cliques.

However, the majority of the cliques were not stable in peer membe'rship

across the sch6o1 year. (Interestiggly, the type of classroom organization

--for example, open, traditionaldid not appear to be related to thp

existence or stability of cliques:) ,
. .

According to the cognitive-developmental perspecfive (e.g., Turiel, in

press), children might not -begin to explore the .concept of a group, includ-

ing -its purpose and membersbrp requirements, until middle childhood when

cognitive operations are more advanced.' Itis during this period of child-
,

ihood that clubs; for example, have been observed'observed' to become' more interest

.itig to children. 4n's research (1981) indicates that in this culture

boys are much more likely to form groups of three or more friends whereas

girls appear to elect dyadic friends, although they do participate in group

activities. Reseaoch on actual peer groups and their development in .the a
/

'41: social context is important and to date quite overlooked. 'Studies should

focus not only on friend groups, but also on "work" grou ps. The implica-

tions of such research would be infor'mative to educators, in particular,

but alight alSo clarify some relationships between. social and cognitive

processes.
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-. :When children are given more opportunities to mix in .group activities
, 1

and helped to participate, -especially in discussions, they may gain greater
.

4
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knowledge and understandihg of each other. Friendships may then de-
,.

Velop and thereby enhance the cl3hesivenns of more diverse peer groups.

Hallinan and Tuma's 0978) study 'of 18 elementary, classrooms fou..q)/3 that
Tti

those children who had the same' reading tether and Who also spent
-,4greater time in reading groups over the coarse of the school year tended

'to, develop more friendships in their gropp.- Friends)hips were enhanced

from nonfriend to friend status and from friend to best friend status
a-.

without .a decline in other best friendships.. An evaluation of t1.4?o first

grade 'classrooms found timilar results (Moss & Oden, 1980). In each

classroom, two groups listened to stories read to them by the teacher twice
14.4

a week over a six week period. They then participated in a discussion of

each story's struct re, including a discuSion of the language, setting,

characters, plot, problem or conflict events, attempt toward solution,

motivation of the characters, and the overall purpose of the story.` One of

the. groups in each classrOom listened to stories about making trievls anti

getting along with .others while the oth(c\r group listened to _stories about

the difficultieslof bears living in the natural habitat. A ,third' group in
, .

each classroom' listened to both sets of stories, but were asked only, for
t

theft' initial reaction to the stories,. Children in the groups which had

discussion, regardless of the pontent of, the stories, listened to and in; I*

creased their mutual liking ratings of group dembers-' on posttest sociome-
.

tric assessments. The grOuP which did not participate in discussions

slightly decreased their mutual liking ratings of goup members. Cherry-
- -,

Wilkinson and Dollaghan (1979), who examined tte language used by Chil-

drih' in first grade reading group discussions, offer some explanation as to

r
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why discus.sions increase liking of group members. They found that

discussion contexts provide opportunities for children to experiment with
9

strategies, for more effective communjcation with their peeris.
"-

Although little is known about group experience , in children's 'peer

relationship development, it seems that children tend to form rot* s,

'they do friendships, largely on the basis of similarity in salient personal

characteristics, such as race,. cultural basck6rori and physical disability-.

This tendency may be especially isolating or cfaildren who differ from

on
-

classmates or neighbors on one or more' characteristics that place them in

the minority. Even where there are several 'child/4h of some particular
. _

characteristic or similar characteristics in a classroom, peer groups may

become polarized as each group has difficulty interacting with. "those other

kids." groups based on same sex- or race are the most common examples

of this tendency. Again, as noted above, when children are encouraged

to interact with each other, such barriers may give way to the formation

1

of more diverse, yet cohesive peer groups.

Adversaries and Isolates

Virky are some children disliked or alone? Some children do seem more

likely than others to become engaged in an adversary relationship with

their peers. Numerous studies have used observational methods and

sociometric questionnaires to identify children who often seem to be at the

center of fights, arguments, and other such ,social activity (e.g.,

Johnston, D6145;40, Murtaugh, & Diener, 1977) and children who appear to
e

be disengaged from their peers, on the periphery of peer interaction and

relationships, or as Gottrlan (1977) described, "hovering."

The nature of ,,the isolation experience of some children may also be./

variable. A child sometimes, for example, might interact negatively with
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peer's and at other times remain quite uninvolved or withdraw from peer

interactions. _These children ffray lack knowledge of how to effectively
'-interact with their peers: Children may also interact negatively with peers

mainly ih specific types of circumstances, ; /or example; group discussion or

with a specific peer. group in the classroom. Putallaz ,and Gottman (1981)
k

recently conducted resea;YwhicKf illustrated that many children who were

not well accepted by peers behaved as though they were newcomers to a

setting, that is,- unaware of peen norms and conventions for interaction.

Even when they were interacting with children of similar low peer status,

their behavior proceeded in a fashion that seemed likely to bring on rejec-

tion or negative interaction. Perhaps some children are -self-defeating as a
r

function of past experiences in their family and/or with peers who Avere

rejecting toward them; they expect to be rejected. In some cases, chil-

dren may simply lack socialization of basic norms and Moral actibns either 1

from their family or from infreq.uent peer relationships that have the

continuity of friendships. As indicated earlier, Ladd. and Oden (1979)

.found- that in middle childhood the children who were less lied by peers

also tended to be less are of. peer norms for being, helpful Urtheir

peers.

It is important to conduct research on the origins of peer social

isolation to determine the duration of the *solation, and the original and

current causes, including the critical situations. and behavioral characteris-
.

tics that lead to such isolation. Although -children , who are not well lid.

or accepted by peers may not share an 'equivalent, rofile, they do share

an equivalent problem--isolation from positive er interactions, reltion-/
ships, and socialization.
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Recent research on social skills instructional -methods with low-acceped

and isolated childran has indicated that interventions are helpful. -Seve'ral

intervention studies have instructed low-accepted children in positive social

- behaviors (e.g., joining activities, sharing materials, taking turns, asking

questions, offering' useful suggestions), and have provided structured

opportunities for peer interaction resulting in improvement in the chil-

dren's peer acceptance (Gottman, Gonso, & Schuler, 1976; Gresham &

'agle, 1980; Ladd, 1981 Oden & Asher, 1977). A variety of, research and

educational interventions have been found helpful to -children's overall

social development, and these meths may be employed by teachers,

parents, and counselors with children who have difficulty in peer relation-

ships (Cartledge & Milburn, 1980; Furham, Rahe, & Hartup, 1979; Roedell,

Staby, & Robinson, 1977; Shure & Spivack, 1978; Stocking, Arezzo, &

Leavitt, 1980). Some of the intervention methods may &e-4g corporated into

educational and _parenting methods to eghance children's peer relati.onships

or to prevent or attenuate persistent problematic peer relationships.

Some children may not lack social skills but because they differ, as

noted earlier, on some salient characteristic (race, cultural background,

sex) they may encounter social rebuffs or neglect from peers--a situation

that can lead to .isolatiOn, segregation, or mutual antagonism (see,

Scholfiejd,, 1981). Similarly, several studies (e.g., LaGreca & Mesibov,

1979) have f-c;'d that children who have some physical or learning disabil-

ity and who are then "mainstreamed" into a classroom with peers of more
,

yy

typical development may not beLaccepted by these children.

11. When isolation from peer relationships is a stable condition, as some

data indicates it can be (e.g., Oden & Asher, 1977), children are limited

*- in their overall developmental experience. Some evidence indicates that

1,
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social 'isolation or problematic peer relationships in childhood may be re-

lated to social and emotional difficulty in young adulthood (e.g., Cowen,

Pederson, Babigian, Izzo, & Trost, 1973). There is no available evidence,

'however, that positive peer relationships in childhood constitute a founda-

tion -for or have some influence on filture positive relationships in adult-
'!"

hpod. This would be an interesting direction for futUre 'research.

AND INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN'S PEER RELATIONSHIPS

The role of educators and parents in children's peer relationship

development 'depends upon many factors including cultural values, current

social issues, the individual child, the peer oup, an the curriculum.

Although some parents may feel th.arthe teacher should :ve a limited role

in ,their children's social development, peer social experience does. take

place within the teacher's sphere in day .care centers, preschools, in the

classroom, on the playground; and at camp, scouts, and little league. Yet

the parent's roledalso:continues to be a factor in children's social develop-
*

ment. Children's peer relationship development in school is also likely to

be affected by major social events in the society, for .example the integra-

tion of chirdren with diverse racial and cultural membership, mainstreaming

of children with physical or learning difficulties,. changing "sex role exporc-

ations, and the increasing use of media and computers in the classroom.

The major 'focus of this sectiorr, however, is the role of adults in chil-

dren's peer relationship development. The adult's participation in chi!-
.

drn's peer relationships includes two major. roles: (1) an adult person,

experienced andiknowledgeable about social interaction and .relationships

with peers; and (2) the architect and director of the curriculum. and

activity context in which children/ interact with peers.

uV
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Support and Instruction from Educators and Parents

What do you?ry to a child wtio tells you, No one likes me at school,"

or "Jennifer and .1 had a fight," or "Mike's not my friend anymore," or

"Alan's always bossing me around!" A- supportive style of communication

in discussions. about a child's peer relationships is probablxs a necessary

beginning element (see Stocking et al., 1980 for a- review). Reinforcing or

praising children's positive social interaction with peers is likely to en-

hance communication and discussion while the use bf sarcasm or interrup-

tion are likely to block effective communication (see RObin, Kent, O'Leary,

Foster, 8c. Pr'inz, 1977). Parents and teachers should also ensure that

their discussions of peer relatonships with children are relievant to the

children's levels of development and nderstanding. At the same time,

however, adults should avoid platitud s of "Oh, everyboc4 likes you,"

"He'll forget' about it," or "You'll feel better tomorrow." Usually, after

some questioning and some listening, an adult readily find a response

that satisfies the child's search for a caring, interested, listening, and

reassuring adult. Essentially, in these iscussions, according to research

child development, the adult is both a Hrnodel and a coach who helpg the
L

child toward an understanding of social interaction and relationship.forma-
.

tion ocesses.
-. .

4 ethods for enhancing discusgions.with children may be discovered by

comparing ideas with other adults. A number of such methods, however,

have been examined by researchers. Some methods Nave been applied in

schools and their effectiveness has heen evaluated. Other metlipds have

been applied as' a part 9t.research studies, but constitute models which

may be adapted for various situations according to the individual child and

' adultw the particular peer group, or the particular situation. Several

4IP



, -methods are highly similar in that they engage the child in learning to

descnbe, propose, and evaluate aspects of socials interaction and rela
ship formation. More Specifically, key features of these methods include:

(1) Describing a problem or event (e.g., a fight, tryincf -to join
* ,... .a group, being teased); -

Vs'.
. . (2) Describing one's own feelings, behaviors, . and perspectives;

7 :(3) Considering the likely perspective of the other peer or peer
group';

(4) Suggesting la' number of strategies that are potential solu-
,,tions to a "probleM" (e.g., a quarrel) or Roteritial means of attaining a

goal (e.g., making friends);

(5) Considering the likely impact of a strategy for oneself and.t.thelther peer or peer group.
-M1.4

A number of researchers have examined the critical features of such
methods in order to determine why they are effective.

Meichenbaum and Goodman (197i) and Bash and Camp (1980) .consider a .

critical feature to be the "talking-out-loud" aspects. which children increas-,
ingly learn to do on their own before taking a course of action. In this
way, children are likely to behave less i lsively and with mor:e judicious-,

ness prior to such action. Spiv,ack ,and ,-S. ire (1974)
l

and _Shure and
--,..- 'Spikiack -(1978) characterize "these types of discOssions- between -adult and

44,

child as "dialoguing" in which the child learns .to ,thjnk about how to,

rectify his or her problematic social behavior before seleCting a course of
.,_-ection. The problem-solving ptocess includes thinking. of alternative,

.solutions, thinking of She consequences of such actions' 'and means-ends, . ,

thinking, that, is, w. .to put plans into action.- Sev al social problem

solving scripts a ppgrams along with opportunities to try our action's
,-

.
. . h.

"4 T
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have :bee effective in; en.ancing positive social b'eh'avior of chillyn.
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esee U pain Kendall, 1980).
,

. :
M thOds which are highly-similar to social, problem solving methods,

- ... .
'es.bUt have be applied more specifically to enhancing peer interaction are ...

. ,
. .

1.. referred to as "coaching" or social skill instruction. As previously dis-. .e-

Icu
o

d, these, methods have been effective interventions witn. children

fo nd to be -Idw in r410r
.

acceptance ,or to have a few friendships in school.
.

-. I ,

in this retearc*Covill-Servo, ;1981; 'Greshatp & Nag1b., 1980;:l..addi 1981;
. , .

Oden, 1980; Oden & Asher., 1977), children ptticipate in a ni.'imber ...of

"coaching" sessions in which they are first instructed by an adult in social,

concepts- that are correlfted with peer acceptance measures and repre- ,

sent general norms for social behaviorS witlt peers. For example, Oden

and Asher (1977) instructed children in the 'following social skills for
i .

playing. a game with anotherrchild: participation (getting started to a

'gamegame 'or activity, paying -attention),' cooperation (taking
S.

fUrns,
. sharing

.

,, ( , -.4t

. materials), tommunicatiton (talking with the other child; listening), and

v.aliciapicert.por, referred 'to as friendly', fun, and nice (being friehdly,
., offering -he ouragem'ent). Each child was then given h. opportun-

. ..,.

....i
. 2

.

Ay to play a . If with a, classmate. Following this, the 'adult and child-
. . .,

4

,.,

reyiewed the social skills previously., instructed in light of the
.

peer play.i.. - - .
, .

experienee (see- Oden, 1980 for further. details). Elements of the Oden

arici Asher study, Were. replicated by' Gresham and Nagel 1080) and Covill-

o (1981'). "In the Gresham arid Nagle study, children viewed film

with a narrative soundtrack prdviding instruction in the skills used fn
, .. e .

Oden and Asher's study. Resjts were 6omparable*to those of Oden and
.-. ,,s ,

. Astier.. The Covill-Servo sfud9 replicated` Oden and Asher's socia4skill
.' .. .. . .o . . .

0 ' - instruction with both classmales and nonclassirra/es as: peer partners for
, . 1... .

,
. e

' ',i.,, i .
6

406
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/ . .
the play sessions. Play experience withhildren 'from the child's major

peer.
. . . ,

t.group (e.g., the classroom) appeared to have a greater impact on the
..-

i .
children's social participation and acceptance by peers. The children in

0 .. . . ---%

Ladd's -0(1981) study made gains tin specific social .skills (e.g., asking

posi.tive questions, giving usefulluggestions) as well as peericceptance.

This social skill instruction prbcedureincluded a guided rehearsal by the

adult as ',each dyad played games. These firiclingi also indicate that simply c

learning new skills and interacting with other children may not alter accep-

tance by. classmates if opportunities to interact with peers are not in-

0 creased in the classroom.

IP In summary, adult conversations with children about their peer rela-

. tionShips appear to be an important resource in helping children deve)op

miendship skills. Numerous styles or methods of talking with children

appear to be helpful to them. An adult who is open to talking with his or

her child about peer relationships is also likely to .furlherm.enhance the

adult-child relationship.

i Influence of Curricula and Activities'
,

A ,curriculum for . children's social development is ongoing in the

classroom or family even though it may be implicit or "hidden" (Cartledge

ft

& Milburn, 1980; Johnson, 1981). Katz and Zalk (1978) and Lockheed and

Harris (1978.), among others, found that,when children interact in curricu-

lum activities which include mixed-sex -and race groups, stereotypes, tend

to be .lessened, and a greater general openness to intergroup -activities

--results. In gen/re!, the "research evidence indicates that in order to

promote children's social development, the'prbesehool and elertentary.school

curriculum should provide children with opportunities to (1) interact with'f
their peers so that they can learn to know and get along with each other

a.

0

ti

*

4
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and begin and sustain frien hips; (2)ineract in pairs and' in small groups;
A

(3) *interact with many differ = t children in the classroom; (4) interact

with many different children i various situations/ (e.g., in classroom

instructional activities,' in langua arts an tciclia experiences, on the
,

,.
%playground); and (5) discuss issue- in human relations (e.g., rights, of k.

individuals, cooperation in the group, -solving conflicts).

Children are also likely to benefit f om opportunities to interact with

drama, art, and children's literature, for example, are importa in help-

peers side the school context such- as a each other's homes, in clubs, .

scouts, art activites and/or family outings ( the circus, zoo?or pic-

nics). The inclusion of 'a sibling should also e c9nsidered in activities

where tiey may enjoy or profit from being include,. (The role of siblings

,would seem important in,children's peer relationshi bUt this is an area

which needs investigation.)

In curriculum planning, educators and parents nee to include vari-

ous types of activities that -foster children's general educa ion' as well as

positive peer . relationships. Language arts activities, a% w. as music,

ing children express individual feelingS, ideas, and creativity, and in

enhancing their understanding of reciprocity and fairness in human rela-

tions. According! y, language activities represent a potential for gre er

knowledge and understanding between children and for helping childre

interact with childrerl of a different race or cultural background, age,

sex, and physical or learning ability. Several studies have found that

reading and discussing stories about dfilch-en dcse differ crn some charac-
,

teristic such as a physical disability (e.g. Mauer, /979) help children to

have more receptive attitudes ,toward each other in future interactions.

4 Ir -7
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Discussihg stories from Childrer)'s literaijure (e.g. Serow "& Solomon, 1979)

or from televi ion (e.g.' Slaby & Quarforth, 1980) can help children to
.

be

more aware * sex and race stereotypes and what may be incorrect or, "..--

inaccurate about these stereotypes.

Academic projects may also be constructed 'So that children learn the

role of cooperation in group effort. Those elements of the curricula de-
.

signed to maximize children's knowledge of cooperative problem-solving are

likely to be mast beneficial to children when" employed as an integral fee:,

turei-of classroom activity. It is important to balance the goal structures
4

of activities so that children .experienttCtivities- that are structured for

cooperation as well as for afsertivenesoS Research evrdence'indicates that

subjects such as math, :4:Hefling, vocapul,ary' , *geograp , and so forth can

be structured _for:, group 'C'Opperll')on, Wand tbat such ooperation tends to

enhance childredi -.rielationshilWwpile at *th,e .same time improving

their cognitive 'zabillioieig: and academic.- achieement (Johnson, 1981). In
!'rte ,44:::,,, ._ I.-2

7 '''w . -1"

general, engaging small siisampp41tr 'Ilildree in these'-activities allow' s every
4171I7F_,),

IR
/

. *

child to make ssome con tp the\ group interaction. Irge group

activities also live their .pla Physical education and sports activities,

for example, are known to annipce group effectiveness and\ still, foster

friendships in larger grOups (e.g. Fine, 1981).

GrOup discussion on issues of interest rhay include controversy but it

can result in an enhartcement of the peer group (Johnson & Johnson,

1979). Topics of controversy might be handled by discussion and activi-

ties that exteme- from theViscussions such as 'a .clast'room newspaper or a,-

debate: Various discussion formats and topics sh`suld be considered -(e.g.

Mehan, 39797 Johnson, 1981); however, there are some issues
,

that should

be highlighted or receive 4sppcific attention in discussions or debates.
we'
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These issues include specific events in the classroom and/or issues in

human relations 'in society. Distussiops could take place Din relationto- a

television program, curreht event., slides, a story from children's litera-

ture, or by role playing'. The discussion of issues in human- relations.

should help children to examine stereotypes and get to know each other at

the same time. Examples of general themes that are especially refevant as

children progress through the preschool and elementary school years

include:

(1) Learning how to include a child who tries to join -a classroom

activity;

(2) Learning to appreciate many of the diverse characteristics of

classmates, playmates, and friends;

(3) Learning how to understand the perspective of another child

\1P'" whose values or 4ituation May differ-from one's own;

(4) Learning how to help another who May be in distress or 114.virp

some problem such as learning a skill, finding the way around the school,

making friends, or getting along with classmates; and

(5) Learning how to determine fair ways to utilize space and re-

sources within a group.

These kinds of issues may also be purshred in special discussions to
I"

help solve problems over everyday issues, including participatiori of both

sexes in games in the playground or in la specific section of the room

(e.g. block building area, playhouse); refusal of a child to sit next to

ano her child at the art table; teasing or bullring another child who may

appear to be lost, upset, unaware of how. to do something, or who is

usually very quiet; pushing ahead of others in line; stealing someone's..

supplies Ir abusing someone's property; and settling arguments by physi-
,_

cal , fights. The use of role-playing and puppets for acting out potential

OD.
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soluttionsto such situa/iong has been fourid effective for clarifying

(gee

perspec-

tives and 'consequerices of actions (gee Car ledge & Milburn, 1980).

It is also interesting to consider the potential challenge that television

and computers in the classroom will ,present for curriculum planning.

Rather than increasing cbmpetition and isolation from peer, relationship

development, this technology could result in greater mastery bf the basic

academic skills and provide greater time for children to learn to apply or

practice their skills in projects and joint endeavors. In any curriculum

planning, activities should be examined for their potential for enhancing

children's beer`relationship development as well as their academic learning.

CONCLUSION

Peer relationships among children appear to provide contributions to

children's social development. Children do not simply interact with peers;-

they develop relationships with peers which provide unique social contexts_

in the chilcirailaa -devetopMent. In a peer relationship,'a child experiences

interaction with another child who is of a similar level of experience and

competence and yet who is different enough to provide a resource fbr

enrichment of his or her own experience. Children also learn to develop

cohesive peer groups--they learn how to resolve conflicts through negotia-
.

tion an coop"e-ration, and they learn how to compete with one another and

yet maintain. their own individuality. Essentially, they learn how to form

friendships. Although the influence of adults in children's peer relation-

ships is limited, their role is important in ensurrng that classroom curricu-

la, and activities in schools and thecommuniy provide sufficient opportuni-

ties for children to'develop relationships with their peerg.
...
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